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Why here?
We do the automatic subtitling 
of the plenary session of the 

Tweede Kamer

We got a grant of the TK for 
the development of S2S



Interruptions 
& questions

Government

Presidium

Speaker

What can we do with 
HLT to support the 
Reporting Office 

in their main task: 
making the Dutch 

Hansard?



Why using HLT?
Members	of	the	public	and	management	say:

“why	don’t	you	use	ASR	for	speech-to-text?”

CheaperFaster Better

A 00:05:49 fragment 
was processed in 2 

minutes

If you replace the 
humans by computers 

yes, but….

No, not yet. 
But from 
spoken to 
written….. 

Extra	possibilities

SearchRetrieveResearch

Emotions

Speaking	
styles

Semantics



Is it already used?



Already used for some years

Human	made	
transcriptions

Realign	the	
correct	text	
with	the	audio

Generate	subtitles	&	
Karaoke	style	text

The	Hansard	text

Everything	that	is	spoken	is	
recorded	with	multiple	
cameras	and	microphones



Does it help the reporters?

No, it only adds new functionalities

Helps scholars with their research

It shows a possible future use of HLT



What can help

Develop something that helps the reporters to do their work:

• Faster

• Better

Spreek2SchrijfSpoken2Written
Develop an algorithm that “learns” to transcode 
ASR-output into text that is close to the written 

version of the spoken utterances



S2S – Main goal of the project
Develop	a	system	that	helps	
the	“Reporting	Office”	to	
make	the	written	Hansard.

Verbatim	transcribe	the	
spoken	speech	with	ASR.	

Provide	the	recognised	
speech	and	an	text	editor	to	
the	transcriber	for	correction.	

Realign	the	
corrected	text	
with	the	audio.

Clean	the	ASR-results	
(ehs,	hmm),	compound	
the	decompound	words.

Generate	subtitles	&	
Karaoke	style	text.

Generate	the	
Hansard	text.

Transcode	these	
results	into	a	written-
alike	version



How will we do that?



S2S – Building
Improve	the	Automatic	Speech	
Recognition	results	by	using	a	
better/more	dedicated	
Parliamentary	Language	Model

Change	the	output	
(a	string	of	words)	
into	phrases.

A new LM has been build, 
based om 10 years of 

Hansard data

More or less possible, 
but not user friendly

Make	it	possible	to	
add	“meeting	specific”	
words	before the	
recognition

Next month start with 
training Moses: 
the Open source 
version of Google 
Translate for this 

purpose

Statistical and 
pronunciation approach



Building S2S

Build a Parliamentary 
Language Model (PML)

Collect 200M words 
from the last years

Recognise 100 hours of 
Plenary speech

Collect the Hansard text 
of these 100 hours

Uses Moses to translate 
spoken into writtenL1 (S) L2 (W)

Parallel Corpora





Problems

Dutch	is	(like	German)	
a	compound	language

Difference	between	spoken	speech	
and	written	text	by	humans

ASR	output	is	a	string	of	
words	and	not	a	phrase	



Building the Parliamentary Language Model

200M	words	used	for	
building	the	PLM 750.000	unique	words

A	“normal”	LM	contains	
250.000	unique	words



S2S – Decompounding - Compounding
Gekwalificeerdemeerderheidsbesluitvorming

Internationalebedrijfsleveninstrumentariumin

Vorderingsvrijstellingsovergangsmaatregel

Kortetermijnonderhandelingsdoelstellingen

Langeretermijnhoudbaarheidsdoelstellingen

Ontwikkelingssamenwerkingsverantwoordelijkheid

Milieurapportagerapport

750K	different	words

Decompound	these	
words	before	building	
the	Language	Model

Compound	these	
words	after	the	
recognition

Short-term	negotiation	goals

Environmental	reporting	report



S2S – (No-)Phrases

Will	see	if	Moses	can	do	this Will	see	if	pauses	and	some	heuristics	
can	(partly)	deal	with	this	problem



Differences between spoken and written text

It was warm, so I drunk a beer

I drunk a beer because it was warm

Well, I want to stress that, eh that, well because …..

I want to stress that because …..
Human imperfection

Human pursuit of perfection

However, this seems to change as 
Wouter Zwijnenburg promised last 

Sunday during his talk.



What do we hope to achieve?

Perfection?

No humans involved?



What do we hope to achieve?

A	system	that	produces	
reasonable	good	results

That	helps	the	Hansard	writers	to:
• Speed-up	their	work
• Concentrate	on	the	less	boring	parts

Increase	the	online	access	(fast	and	reliable)	to:
• Everything	spoken	in	Parliament
• Offer	access	to	the	searched		spoken	fragments	(both	AV	and	text)
• Automatic	generated	summaries	of	each	item
• Debate	graphics	/	analysis	

Automatically	
generate	subtitles	
based	on	ASR

Increase	the	search	
performance	
(topic	search)

Offer	other	possibilities	for	
text	presentation	
(Karaoke	in	stead	of	subtitles)





Click	to	select



Summary
Build	an	optimal	ASR-engine	
for	recognizing	the	Dutch	
Parliamentary	speech

Train	Moses	to	“translate”	the	
spoken	speech	into	
written	speech

Provide	the	reporters	with	an	
optimal	editor	for	correcting	
the	“translated”	text

Figure	out	if	it	is	(perceived	as)	
useful

Figure	out	what	can	be	done	
with	the	various	by-product	of	
the	project



Questions?


